Human Sectional Anatomy: Pocket Atlas Of Body Sections, CT And MRI Images, Third Edition
First published in 1991, Human Sectional Anatomy set new standards for the quality of cadaver sections and accompanying radiological images. Now in its third edition, this unsurpassed quality remains and is further enhanced by some useful new material. As with the previous editions, the superb full-colour cadaver sections are compared with CT and MRI images, with accompanying, labelled line diagrams. Many of the radiological images have been replaced with new examples, taken on the most up-to-date equipment to ensure excellent visualisation of the anatomy.

Completely new page spreads have been added to improve the book's coverage, including images taken using multidetector CT technology, and some beautiful 3D volume rendered CT images. The photographic material is enhanced by useful notes, extended for the third edition, with details of important anatomical and radiological features.
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**Customer Reviews**

Freaking. Awesome. This is a great reference for learning how to identify various anatomical structures on CT and MRI images, and very helpful as a medical student studying anatomy.

Although large structures are easy to identify with a basic knowledge of anatomy, I found myself often wanting to be able to properly discern all the various smaller structures. This book makes it a snap to do that. I would highly HIGHLY recommend this to get a better grasp on what you're seeing in various imaging studies. And it's just plain fun to browse through!
I gave this book a 5 star review because it gives a cross section of actual human anatomy alongside CT and MRI scans of the same region of the body. The book is clear in its explanations of the anatomy imaged as well as what modality was used to obtain the images. Although this book is by no means a complete anatomy book, it is a great supplement for anyone who is in the diagnostic imaging field who would like to either learn more about the images they are looking at or just wants to brush up on some anatomy in a way that is both useful and relevant to their field. I used this book while cross-training and studying for the CT technologists license exam and feel that it was very useful in helping prepare me for the exam.

I'm currently taking a college course in cross-sectional anatomy. I bought this book because our assigned text was lacking in cadaver images but yet we were expected to be able to identify structures on cadaver images for our exams. After showing this book to my professor, he recommended it to the class and is considering including it as an optional book for the course next term. The images are of amazing quality. I've found it to be great to quiz myself from since you can easily cover up the legend. I would highly recommend this book to students in cross-sectional anatomy courses.

It not only gave you a anatomical cross section it also gives you either a MRI or CT crossection. Also give you an AP or LAT or coronal image to see where the crosssection was taken.

Book was exactly as described. Great price and fast shipping. Would do business with again.
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